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Abstract

While the computer science domain has long embraced open research, the potential
open-sourcing of artificial intelligence models poses significant risks. Open-source models
provide deeper insights into how models work, but they are also susceptible to misuse. Using a
collection of case studies, interviews, and research, this report attempts to identify the factors
that contribute to open-source development of artificial intelligence models and draw out trends
that may accelerate or hinder development in the future. It finds that access to inputs determine
what kind of project an actor can take on, access to know-how enables the actor to turn inputs
into a model, and incentives for and against open-source dictate how the model is released.
Generally speaking, actors with more incentives to open-source models have access to fewer
resources. As a result, open-source development has consistently trailed behind closed-source
models, aided by releases from a small number of well-resourced actors like Meta. However,
increasing demand for compute has become a larger barrier for open-source actors over time,
and it is unclear whether that will prevent a model powerful enough to be truly dangerous from
being open-sourced. Many uncertainties remain — for instance, new training methods like
model imitation may reduce the size of the compute barrier, but the merits of these methods are
still up for debate. Additionally, it is unclear what regulation from government actors may look
like and whether it will target open-source development.



Executive Summary
Open research has long been the default in the computer science domain, but the
open-sourcing of capable language models poses unique risks. While open-source models
provide valuable insights into how language models work, they are susceptible to misuse. This
research aims to better understand the open-source landscape such that the benefits of
open-source may be wielded while also reducing the risks that come with releasing a model for
anyone to use freely. The case studies included in the report are GPT-2 from OpenAI, OPT from
Meta, BLOOM from the BigScience Workshop, and Vicuna from the large Modeling Systems
Organization (LMSYS).

This report identifies and analyzes three key factors determining the quality of available
open-source models — access to inputs, access to know-how, and incentives for and against
open-sourcing models. Inputs include computational power, training data, and algorithmic
insights; know-how can take the form of talent, publication or documentation, and tooling.
Incentives for and against open-source vary widely, with some supporting open-source stances
to gain credibility and increase safety and others opposing it on the grounds of maintaining
competitive advantage and reducing the risks of misuse.

Based on the contributing factors, actors in the open-source landscape can be clustered into
three groups: big tech/for-profit AI labs, nonprofit/volunteer AI labs, and academia/individuals.
Big tech/for-profit labs have access to enough inputs and know-how to pre-train large language
models. Nonprofit/volunteer AI labs are often dependent on sponsorships for compute as an
input, though they struggle to retain the know-how to scale these systems because industry can
offer compensation in ways that they cannot. Academia/individuals are limited in resources such
that they can only fine-tune models that were pre-trained by other actors.

From these factors, this report draws out a number of emerging trends.
● Much of big tech and for-profit AI labs are experiencing a paradigm shift from

open- to close-source. Safety has been cited as the predominant reason for keeping
these models under wraps, and there is nothing to indicate this changing in the near
future. Some actors are exploring business models that utilize open-source models, but
it is unclear how this will work.

● Meta's releases have a disproportionate impact on open-source progress. Meta
has far more resources than any actor in the open-source space, and by releasing both
high-quality pre-trained models and detailed documentation about the making of these
models (beyond the information included in a typical technical report), it is providing a lot
for other actors to build off of.

● Scaling increases the compute barrier, but open-source actors tend to do more
with less. Over time, the amount of compute required to train a comparable model to the
state-of-the-art at any given time has rapidly increased. However, the open-source
community has been able to create quite capable models with less compute than
closed-source actors, it is unclear how much of a hindering factor access to compute will
be.



● Model imitation may yield competitive, open versions of closed-source
state-of-the-art models. While the merits of model imitation (fine-tuning a smaller model
on data from a high-quality, teacher model) are still up for debate, recent research has
found promising results. The imitation and teacher model appear to be somewhat
correlated, raising questions about what the imitation models can reveal about the
teacher models.

● The EU AI Act suggests how future regulation may address open-source
development. As the first attempt at comprehensive legislation addressing AI, the drafts
of the EU AI Act and their eventual reconciliation provide potential frameworks under
which open-source development could be regulated.



1. Introduction

A rapid improvement in the capabilities of artificial intelligence (AI) paired with increased
accessibility to the public in recent years has brought more attention to the future impacts of AI
— the good it can do, the threats it may pose, and how its role may evolve. Currently, the most
capable, state-of-the-art (SOTA) models are closed-source. The model code, weights, and
training data are not accessible to the public. Instead, all interaction with the model takes place
through chat interfaces or APIs, if public access is granted.

However, as with any other technology, the open-source artificial intelligence community has
demonstrated the ability to experiment and iterate incredibly quickly. Individuals and student
researchers have been replicating models as early as the release of GPT-2 in 2019, and the
online library Huggingface contains hundreds of AI models and datasets — some of which are
competitive with ChatGPT.

Open-source development has significant benefits and risks relative to closed-source
development. Open-source development has long been the default in the computer science
domain, as it means that academics can build on research, developers can quickly stress-test
their products, and individuals can collaborate at large to build creative solutions. Specifically, in
AI, open research practices allow researchers to better study how models work and are
necessary for certain types of safety research.

However, the risks arise because of how powerful AI models are. While most SOTA
close-sourced models have stringent safety precautions (which are by no means perfect), many
open-source models either lack the same guardrails or, by definition, cannot prevent users from
removing them. This creates a big opportunity for misuse, and this was already demonstrated
when OpenAI's text-to-image model DALLE-2 was copied by StabilityAI. Their copycat, Stable
Diffusion, was open-sourced and consequently used to generate deepfakes (Casper, 2022).

Artificial intelligence models are still quite young today, but it is plausible that in the future,
language models could democratize access to complex biological systems such that an
individual with little biological expertise could cause a pandemic or unleash a bioweapon
(Urbina, 2022). This is just one potential scenario, but it suggests the danger of capable, fully
open language models. These risks have prompted concerns about the need for regulatory
action, sparking debates on how much government intervention is necessary and what form it
should take.

This report does not delve into the pros and cons of open-source, nor does it seek to make
policy recommendations. Instead, it aims to study development of open-source language
models over time to determine:

1. The contributing factors that affect how quickly open-source development progresses
2. Any trends that may change the rate of open-source development in the future



This report only includes language models which “model the generative likelihood of word
sequences, so as to predict the probabilities of future (or missing) tokens” (Zhao, 2023). It does
not take into account other types of AI models like diffusion (text-to-image) or game-playing
models, and it does not differentiate between language models fine-tuned for different
downstream tasks.

The report focuses on language models for two reasons. First, language models are arguably
the most capable AI models as of now, making the risk of misuse the greatest. Second,
language models have been developed at a range of sizes and by a variety of different actors,
meaning that there are more data points from which to draw out trends.

Ultimately, this project hopes to set the stage for future research on the role of open-source
development in artificial intelligence, such that the benefits of open research can be leveraged
and the threats of misuse can be reduced.

1.1 Background
This section provides very brief definitions on relevant terms that are referenced throughout the
report. Most of these terms are further elaborated upon in various sections.

The training of large language models is typically split into two parts:
1. Generative pre-training — Feeding a model on a massive corpus of text data such that

given an input, it learns to predict probabilities of future tokens
2. Supervised fine-tuning — Used to hone a model for a specific downstream task by

training it on labeled data

Transformer — An architecture for handling sequential data like text that is now the
predominant architecture for text-to-text models; it is further discussed in Section 3.2

Compute — Computational power used to train models; it is further discussed in Section 3.1

2. Case studies

These case studies are chosen in an attempt to pick models that, taken together, are
representative of LLM development. They vary in origin, age, and size (Table 1):

Table 1: Case studies

Actor Year Size of
largest

Training
compute

Training
hardware



version
(parameters)

(FLOPs)

GPT-2 OpenAI 2018 1.5B 1.49E+21* No public
information
available

OPT Meta 2022 175B 4.30E+23* 992 A100s

BLOOM BigScience 2022 176B 1.80E+23* 384 A100s

Vicuna LMSYS 2023 13B 4.10E+18~ 8 A100s

*Compute (FLOPs) from Epoch (2023).
~Calculating using Epoch's compute calculator (method 2), assuming a 30% utilization rate.

Informal interviews were conducted with people who worked on these models.

2.1 GPT-2 (2019)

Development
GPT-2 was OpenAI's second generation of language model, the largest version containing 1.5B
parameters. It was released in stages, a break from the open-source paradigm that had been
considered default before. OpenAI feared misuse if the models were to be fully open-sourced,
and the staged releases were a chance to see how a given model was used before releasing a
more powerful version (Solaiman, 2019). The releases were as follows:

● February 2019 — Initial release and 124M parameter version (OpenAI, 2019a)
● May 2019 — 355M parameter version
● August 2019 — Six month follow up and 774M parameter version (OpenAI, 2019c)
● November 2019 — Full 1.5B version release (OpenAI, 2019b)

GPT-2 sought to build off its predecessor, GPT, by developing better generalization abilities.
While past models were able to learn patterns from their training data, they had trouble
generalizing to data that they had not encountered before (Radford, 2019).

While GPT-2 uses the same architecture as GPT with some slight modifications, it differs
significantly from GPT in its size and training data. The largest version of GPT-2 was over ten
times larger than GPT, and GPT-2 was trained on a new dataset, WebText. Past models had
been trained only on one type of data — for instance, only fiction books. A large web scrape
known as CommonCrawl had been used to solve this problem, but CommonCrawl has been
known to include noisy and low-quality data (Zhao, 2023). To combat these shortcomings,
WebText was created by scraping outbound links on Reddit with at least three karma. Karma
was used as a heuristic that others found the content useful or interesting (Radford, 2019).

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AAIebjNsnJj_uKALHbXNfn3_YsT6sHXtCU0q7OIPuc4/edit#gid=0
https://epochai.org/blog/estimating-training-compute


Inspired models and replications

The implications of GPT-2 for open-source language model development arguably lie in the
models it inspired that emerged between the initial release of GPT-2 in February 2019 and the
full open-sourcing the 1.5B version in November 2019. These models essentially stress-tested
OpenAI’s staged release mechanism, finding that it was not particularly effective given how easy
it was for small parties with little experience and few resources to come close to and eventually
replicate GPT-2 (Shevlane, 2019).

The information contained in the rest of this section ("Inspired models and replications") is
largely drawn from Toby Shevlane's thesis "The Artefacts of Intelligence: Governing scientists'
contribution to AI proliferation." Shevlane covers the following three models in detail (Table 2).

Table 2: Inspired models and replications of GPT-2

Date Actor(s) Objective Data Cost
allocated

Compute
source

Grover May
2019

UW and Allen
Institute for AI

fake news
detection

RealNews $35,000 Google

(Unnamed
attempted
replication)

June
2019

Connor Leahy GPT-2
replica

attempted
replica of
WebText

$43,000 Google

OpenGPT-2 August
2019

Vanya Cohen
and Aaron
Gokaslan

GPT-2
replica

OpenWebTe
xtCorpus
(attempted
replica of
WebText)

$50,000 Google

May 2019 — Researchers from University of Washington and AllenAI published a paper
about their model, Grover.

Grover was trained to be used for fake news detection, though it is included here because it
uses the same architecture as GPT-2. Like OpenAI, they did not release the largest versions of
the model, though researchers were granted access to the model on a case by case basis.

Grover was trained on RealNews, a subset of news articles from CommonCrawl created for the
project.

Total cost of Grover was approximately $35,000 — compiling the dataset cost ~$10,000, and
the remaining ~$25,000 was used for training, which occurred on Tensor Processing Units



(TPUs) provided by Google (Zellers, 2019). TPUs are Google’s machine learning accelerators
that are accessible via Google Cloud.

June 2019 — Connor Leahy, an undergraduate in Germany, attempted to replicate but did
not release a copy of GPT-2 1.5B.

Connor had never used a transformer or a TPU before, but he attempted to create GPT-2 based
on the information provided in the paper. Because the technical paper did not provide all the
information necessary to perfectly replicate GPT-2, Connor's model differed from the original in
his training setup, hyperparameters, and dataset (Leahy, 2019b).

As a result, his final model was significantly weaker in capabilities than GPT-2, as measured by
perplexity on different datasets (Leahy, 2019b). Perplexity is a metric used to represent how well
a model predicts the next token (Huggingface, n.d.). However, the first author of Grover thought
that Connor's model, at its core, was mostly correct. Given more time and resources, he thought
Connor would be able to get much better results (Shevlane, 2022).

Google again sponsored computing power for the project, and Connor estimated that he used
$43,000 worth of compute (Leahy, 2019a).

August 2019 — Two masters students from Brown University created and released
OpenGPT-2 with an accompanying blog post explaining how they did it.

The two students had no prior experience in language modeling. They based their
implementation on Grover, though it is not clearly stated in the OpenGPT-2 blog post whether
this is because they had full access to Grover or if there was a significant difference between
Grover and GPT-2 that made Grover better. However, the objective of the model was changed
to match that of GPT-2.

The two students tried to replicate WebText based on the information in the paper, resulting in
the creation of OpenWebTextCorpus. As with Connor Leahy’s efforts, OpenWebTextCorpus is
not a perfect replication of WebText because OpenAI did not include all the details of how
WebText was created in the GPT-2 paper.

The final model had very similar perplexities to GPT-2, making it a successful replication of
GPT-2.

Google sponsored compute for OpenGPT-2 as well, and the blog post estimates that $50,000
worth of compute were used to train the model (Cohen, 2019).

Takeaways
● Compute is a barrier to open-source replication. All three models relied on compute

sponsorships from Google to train their models.



● Companies are incentivized to sponsor compute. Google sponsored compute for
these models because having the code optimized for TPUs incentivized future work to
continue using TPUs (as opposed to switching to another company’s hardware), and the
publishing of models trained on TPUs was good marketing (Shevlane, 2022).

● GPT-2 marked the beginning of a shift away from the open-source paradigm. This
was cemented with the release of GPT-3 which was only accessible via an API. Google
Deepmind followed this move, keeping subsequent SOTA models closed-source.

2.2 OPT from Meta (2022)

Development
OPT-175B was trained with the goal of providing a model with capabilities comparable to those
of GPT-3 for open access to researchers (Zhang, 2022). Until that point, only models on the
order of magnitude of tens of billions of parameters had been open-sourced. By providing
access to a model with over 100 billion parameters, Meta provided researchers with insights into
scaling language models that had previously been kept behind closed doors.

The model architecture and hyperparameters were based on that of GPT-3. The pre-training
corpus was created by combining subsets of open-source datasets including RoBERTA, the
Pile, and PushShift.io Reddit.

OPT was trained on 992 80GB A100 GPUs using optimization tools like Fully Sharded Data
Parallel (FDSP) and Megatron-LM. The final model had a carbon footprint that was
approximately 1/7th that of GPT-3.

OPT was open-sourced along with a 114-page logbook documenting the day-to-day training
process of the model. The logbook provides a much more granular view of the training process,
detailing hardware bugs and loss spikes, among other things.

Takeaways
● Detailed documentation is a significant vehicle for know-how. While other releases

often were limited to an academic paper with some implementation details, Meta's
documentation detailed iterations of the model at different points in time, things they
tried, as well as things that went wrong.

2.3 BLOOM (2022)

Organization
BLOOM (BigScience Large Open-science Open-access Multilingual Language Model) was a
model created during the BigScience Workshop, a "social experiment in value-grounded
collaborative research" (Allen Institute, 2023). Over 1.5 years, over 1,200 researchers with

https://github.com/facebookresearch/metaseq/blob/main/projects/OPT/chronicles/OPT175B_Logbook.pdf


backgrounds in varying areas were organized into 30 working groups in an effort that ultimately
produced BLOOM, the ROOTS corpus (the data that BLOOM was trained on), and several
scientific papers (BigScience Workshop, 2022).

The project was made possible by a compute grant from the French government on a national
supercomputer, worth ~$5M (Allen Institute, 2023).

BLOOM was entirely a volunteer effort, with a handful of people working full-time on the project
overseeing academics and industry employees who made time to contribute when they could. A
lead of a working group said in an interview that they found that this arrangement led to slow
progress. Because of the sheer magnitude of people involved, they said that there was a
"collective action problem where no one felt ownership for the project." Combined with a lack of
enforcement mechanism, organizers carried a lot of the burden of the project (Allen Institute,
2023).

Development
BLOOM was trained on the 1.6TB ROOTS Corpus, which includes 46 natural languages and 13
coding languages. Because traditional methods of filtering data often end up hurting already
marginalized populations, there was an emphasis on getting data that was high quality,
representative, and inclusive and governing it in a way that was fair to data providers.

Much of the corpus was curated by BigScience members through localized hackathons in a
bottom-up approach. GitHub code was added as a source of training data for code. The corpus
was completed with sources from OSCAR, which ultimately comprised 38% of the corpus.
OSCAR (Open Super-large Crawled Aggregated coRpus) is a multilingual dataset created by
filtering CommonCrawl.

To determine the model architecture and parameters, the training team referenced the GPT-3
paper and conducted their own experiments, producing the paper "What Language Model to
Train if You Have One Million GPU Hours?". A member of the training team told me they
effectively threw everything at the wall to see what stuck (and what scaled) because there had
been such little public information on creating a pre-trained model of this scale.

That member also mentioned that the computational budget for these experiments was purely
based on hardware constraints. The workshop received upgraded hardware partway through
the project, effectively segmenting the compute they had access to since one cannot run
different hardware in parallel.

The final training run took 3.5 months on 48 nodes of 8 A100s.

Motivation & Openness
The values defining the workshop were inclusivity, diversity, openness, and responsibility. These
values informed tangible decisions and attributes of the model, including its multilingual

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.15424.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.15424.pdf


capabilities and open-sourcing. Moreover, the workshop found a number of problems with the
LLM landscape at the time — namely:

1. There was a lack of linguistic diversity with most models being trained primarily on either
English or Chinese data

2. Industry labs tightly controlled almost everything relating to the models and their
development and deployment

3. It was an echo chamber of machine learning scientists and engineers with few people of
other backgrounds

4. A number of ethical, social, and environmental considerations were not taken into
account, including the carbon footprint of training models and the importance of quality
data in properly representing marginalized populations (Allen Institute, 2023; BigScience
Workshop, 2022).

Takeaways
● Open-source projects often require more organizational overhead. At this point in

time, open-source projects are more likely to be volunteer work because there are more
commercial incentives to keep projects closed-source. Volunteer work inherently lacks
the structure and incentives of industry, as employees are part of a clear hierarchy, are
compensated for their work, and face consequences if they don't complete their work. An
organizer on the project explained in an interview that this places an extra burden on
organizers, which scales as projects get larger.

● There is motivation to work on LLMs that value openness and collaboration. The
participation of over 1,200 individuals on this volunteer project indicates some level of
dissatisfaction with how the biggest actors in the LLM landscape are keeping their
models closed-source.

2.4 Vicuna (2023)

Base model
In February 2023, Meta released LLaMA, a range of foundation models with sizes ranging from
7B to 65B. It was an application of the scaling laws that emerged from Google DeepMind’s
paper on Chinchilla (Touvron, 2023). Chinchilla showed that language models trained according
to previous scaling laws established by Kaplan, 2020 were undertrained — they could be
trained on far more tokens of data and see improvements in capabilities before increasing their
parameter count (Hoffman, 2022). As a result, LLaMA was much smaller than SOTA models at
the time and previous Meta models like OPT.

The model was available via a request form that was intended to give researchers access. The
blog post announcing the release states:



Access to the model will be granted on a case-by-case basis to academic researchers;
those affiliated with organizations in government, civil society, and academia; and
industry research laboratories around the world. (Meta, 2023b)

The model was leaked online a week later, and it has since been widely downloaded (Vincent,
2023). A number of fine-tuned variants have since been created and open-sourced, including
Stanford's Alpaca and LMSYS's Vicuna. Alpaca was released just two weeks after LLaMA and
Vicuna just a week after Alpaca.

Given that these researchers very likely would have received access to LLaMA upon request,
these models would have likely been created regardless of whether or not LLaMA was leaked.
However, the leak is still significant in that it demonstrates unintentional, unrestricted access to
a model as a result of attempted, controlled access.

LLaMA was particularly significant because its small size meant that it required less computing
power to run and fine-tune it (so researchers could build upon it quickly) but it still performed
quite well compared to other models of similar size.

Development
Vicuna was fine-tuned using 70k ChatGPT conversations collected through ShareGPT, a
website allowing users to publish their conversations with ChatGPT. The training process was
similar to that of Alpaca but "enhanced the training scripts [...] to better handle multi-round
conversations and long sequences" (LMSYS, 2023).

Vicuna was trained using PyTorch FSDP on 8 A100 GPUs in one day.

Takeaways
● Individuals/academic researchers are currently dependent on high-quality

pre-trained models. They do not have access to enough compute to even consider
pre-training a model; they can only finetune them. It is worth noting that this wasn’t
always the case — the models inspired by GPT-2 showed that it was possible for
individuals to obtain access to enough compute to train a near-SOTA model.

● SOTA models are a source of data for training future models. A member of LMSYS
explained in an interview that they thought the ShareGPT data was what made Vicuna
better than other fine-tuned LLaMA variants. Because conversations on ShareGPT have
been deliberately shared by the users who generated them, the resulting dataset is
already somewhat curated to include interesting data and exclude low quality data.



3. Contributing factors
This section covers the contributing factors for open-source development. Analysis of how these
factors interact with each other is in Section 4 — this section just seeks to provide an
explanation of the factor and how it contributes to open-source development. The factors have
been divided into three categories:

1. Access to inputs — This determines what type of project is possible for the actor
involved.

2. Access to know-how — This is required to turn the inputs into a model.
3. Incentives to open-source — This determines to what degree the final output is

published.

3.1 Access to inputs
The three inputs to AI are compute, data, and algorithmic insights (Amodei, 2018).

Compute

Compute refers to computational power used for training and inference. Compute can be
accessed on a user’s local device or server, and large amounts of compute are often accessible
to users via the cloud.

The cost of the compute required to train modern LLMs is incredibly high. For instance, the
training costs of GPT-3 175B and LLaMA 65B were over $1M (2020 USD), PaLM is estimated
to have cost over $3M (2020 USD) (Epoch, 2022), and Sam Altman has said that GPT-4 cost
over $100M (2023 USD) to train (Knight, 2023).

Because of this, access to compute is typically a product of funding or sponsorship. Big tech is
able to funnel profits from other products into buying compute, and top AI labs raise money to
buy compute. Nonprofit or volunteer efforts to train LLMs are often reliant on sponsorship of
compute, as seen in the inspired models and replications of GPT-2 and the training of BLOOM.

Actors with access to significant amounts of compute may sponsor projects for two reasons.
First, compute-intensive projects offer them a chance to stress test their infrastructure, as in the
cases of BLOOM (Allen Institute, 2023). Second, for industry actors with proprietary hardware,
the software that is written will be optimized for their hardware. This means that future projects
are incentivized to continue using the same hardware, which increases usage of that line of
hardware in addition to increasing publicity around it (Shevlane, 2022).

Data
The data that a model is trained on greatly impacts the performance of the final model.
Traditionally, larger datasets and data of higher quality have shown to produce favorable results.



The process of building datasets requires a lot of resources and typically consists of multiple
steps:

1. Collection — When finding data, there are typically two types of corpora to pull from.
General corpora consist of data used to build language modeling and generalization
capabilities (e.g. Web text, books, etc.). Specialized corpora include data used to
improve performance on downstream tasks (e.g. multilingual data, scientific text, code,
etc.)

2. Processing — The data is cleaned in several steps. First, low quality data is filtered out,
typically based on some sort of indicator (though this varies for different datasets). The
data is then deduplicated at the sentence, document, and dataset level because
repetition in data has been found to lead to lower performance in models. Lastly,
personally identifiable information is removed (Zhao, 2023).

Open-source datasets have also been created and released, such as The Pile from EleutherAI
and the ROOTs corpus from BigScience.

Algorithmic insights
Algorithms influence how the other inputs are used to produce the final model. The development
of large language models has seen a number of algorithmic insights:

● The introduction of the transformer architecture and self-attention offered a number of
benefits over the previous practice of using recurrent neural networks to process text,
including that transformers could be parallelized and that they could learn relationships
between words (Google Cloud Tech, 2022).

● Experimentation using encoder-only, decoder-only, or encoder-decoder transformer
architectures have yielded varying results, though all SOTA models over 100B
parameters are decoder-only (BigScience Workshop, 2022).

● Scaling laws have established relationships between the amount of compute and data
used to train a model of any given size to maximize performance while using compute
efficiently. Initial scaling laws introduced by OpenAI recommended scaling the amount of
compute used to train a model, training data, and parameters proportionally (Kaplan,
2020). Google DeepMind’s paper on Chinchilla found that this resulted in undertrained
models, and that training small models (in terms of parameter size) on more data
resulted in more efficient inference (Hoffman, 2022).

● Dense transformers cannot scale forever because inference becomes incredibly
expensive — GPT-4 is rumored to have a mixture of experts (MoE) architecture to
combat this (Patel, 2023).

3.2 Access to know-how

Talent



Language modeling at scale requires specific skill sets beyond just designing the model. There
are two primary challenges to large language modeling. The first is a memory issue — it can be
hard to fit parameters in the memory of the GPU. The second is that one can run into very long
training times (because of the number of operations that must be carried out) if the algorithms,
software, and hardware stack are not optimized properly (Smith, 2022).

As a result, engineers with proper expertise in distributed training, the practice of splitting up a
training workload among several nodes of computers, are needed in addition to scientists in
order to train a large model. Indeed, in a survey of over 400 AI researchers, 90% of researchers
indicated that “specialized knowledge, talent, or skills,” was the most important factor in their
most significant project (Musser, 2023).

These skills likely go beyond knowledge of the latest algorithmic innovations because many
decisions often have to be made throughout the training process, so building intuition around
large language models also seems extremely valuable.

Publication and documentation

The publication and documentation of models can provide varying levels of insight into how a
model was trained.

To borrow some terminology from Ben Cottier’s “Understanding the diffusion of large language
models,” an artifact is defined as “a product of AI research or development.” This may include
model code, model weights, training data, or documentation of the training process. Diffusion is
defined as “when an actor acquires an existing artifact.” Cottier also provides a taxonomy of
diffusion mechanisms. Of those, only two are discussed here because the impact of the release
of open- and closed-sources fall within them, and providing further distinctions doesn't appear to
add more utility.

1. Open publication — Before 2020, this was the primary diffusion mechanism in the LLM
development landscape. With the release of GPT-3, most of the biggest actors stopped
participating with a few exceptions (most notably, Meta). Cottier makes a distinction
between this, "theft," and "leaks." While the extent to which information from an actor is
unintentionally spread often impacts future release practices, the distinction is unhelpful
in the context of open-source development because the implications of open publication,
theft, and leaks are all the same.

2. Incremental research — This is the result of closed-source published research.
Information can be acquired in any of the following ways: First, models are accompanied
by technical papers that often disclose implementation details such as the architecture of
hyperparameters of a model. Second, the release of SOTA models often provide proof of
concept for an idea or strategy that otherwise may have been risky to pursue. Third,
closed-source models may still be accessible to the public in some limited and potentially
monitored way. For instance, GPT-3 was made available via a public API that was



monitored by OpenAI. While the model was kept under wraps, it was still possible to
extract model outputs that were later used as training data for other open-source
models.

It is worth noting that there is a difference between the documentation that accompanies
open-source releases and the technical papers that accompany most releases but are the
primary source of information about a closed-source model. A member of the BLOOM training
team explained in an interview that Meta's documentation is particularly useful because it details
things that go wrong, attempts to fix them, and in general are much more conducive to
replication or further research. Technical papers often include much less granular detail about
the process of the model, leaving researchers to try to fill gaps themselves.

Tooling

Tooling has been extensively used in the training of large language models, particularly to
optimize distributed learning. The Megatron-LM transformer framework from NVIDIA and
DeepSpeed (deep learning optimization library) from Microsoft were used in BLOOM,
GPT-Neo-X, and OPT-175B.

3.3 Incentives for and against open-source

Any given actor may have a number of reasons for and against open-sourcing their work and
must weigh both sides when determining how to release their work.

Reasons for open-sourcing work:
1. Open-sourcing work establishes credibility. Publishing work in full allows the authors to

take credit for their contributions, and it allows other researchers to build on top of it,
which in turn boosts prestige. This also helps organizations that produce valuable
research attract talent and money. This paradigm was inherited from broader research in
computer science, where it has been the default release practice.

2. When a base model is open-sourced, the open-source community typically iterates on it
extremely quickly. This benefits the creator of the base model, as they have essentially
received free labor built on their architecture (Google, 2023). This is particularly helpful
for actors who may feel like they are behind competitors.

3. Open-sourcing a model may be part of a business model — for instance, one in which
access to the model is free but the company charges for fine-tuning services. This
provides an opportunity for the creator of a model to capture the value of the free labor
they’ve received on it.

4. Some parties believe that open-sourcing models will help make AI safer overall. There
are a couple of reasons for this.

a. Interpretability research is reliant on open-sourced models because researchers
must have access to the full internals of the model.



b. When open-sourced, models are tested much more rapidly and intensely which
leads to quicker discovery and fixing of issues or vulnerabilities.

c. Publishing datasets allows others to check them for issues such as bias.

Reasons against open-sourcing work:
1. Keeping models closed-source and having all usage flow through a central mechanism

such as an API increases safety (Shevlane, 2022). Open-source models are far more
susceptible to being misused because use of the models cannot be monitored.

2. Keeping models closed-source allows companies to maintain a competitive edge. By
showing off what they have created without allowing others to access the internals or
replicate it, companies can stay ahead of competitors while still earning a bit of credibility
by publishing a technical report. This is important if models can be monetized, better
performance will attract more customers.

4. Trends

4.1 Clusters of actors
Based on the identified contributing factors, certain clusters of actors emerge:

● Big tech/for-profit AI labs — ex. Anthropic, Google DeepMind, Inflection, OpenAI,
StabilityAI

● Nonprofit/volunteer AI labs — ex. Allen Institute for AI, EleutherAI
● Academia/individuals — ex. Large Modeling Systems Organization

The gaps between clusters can roughly be explained by the three categories of factors (access
to inputs, access to know-how, and incentives to open-source ). Note that these are
generalizations of actors — there are exceptions in each cluster.

Access to inputs
Big tech/for-profit AI labs have access to enough inputs to pre-train large models. These
actors can purchase compute and build datasets using profits from other revenue streams or
from venture capital.

Nonprofit/volunteer AI labs have access to inputs to pre-train models. These actors can
often gain access to inputs but are more dependent on external actors. Compute is often
sponsored, as in the case of BigScience's BLOOM (sponsored by French supercomputer). In
the past, most of the pre-trained models from these actors have been <100B parameters, with
larger projects requiring collaboration between actors and thus, more organizational overhead.

Academia/individuals have limited access to inputs such that they can only fine-tune
models. These actors typically have the least access to inputs. Pre-training a language model



is simply out of the question for most university groups, so many resort to fine-tuning existing
models. This means that they do not need to collect as much data since less data is required for
fine-tuning a model than pre-training one.

Access to know-how
Big tech/for-profit AI labs have talent with expertise to pre-train large models. These
actors can attract top talent with high salaries and benefits. They are likely also in the best
position to build talent in-house, as they have the easiest access to inputs and the most senior
experience.

Nonprofit/volunteer AI labs struggle to retain engineering talent to pre-train large models.
These actors often lose talent to industry players because industry players have more resources
to compensate employees. For instance, EleutherAI began as a volunteer effort to train and
release LLMs. It has produced a number of successful models, datasets, and frameworks, but
found that people would use these projects as a chance to upskill and eventually leave to
industry positions (Weights and Biases, 2023). The organization has since worked to form a
nonprofit so it can hire employees, but a current member explained in an interview that it
currently finds itself somewhat limited by salary budgets as it's incredibly hard for nonprofits to
compete with the sky-high salaries that industry can offer. A member of the training team on
BLOOM in an interview also cited lack of experience as the biggest hindering factor for training
the model.

Academia/individuals lack the experience to pre-train models. Due to a lack of inputs, these
actors typically cannot build up the skill sets required for pre-training large language models. A
professor at Brown University said in an interview that they think their students are smart
enough to learn to pre-train models, but they simply have never had the chance. However, this
assessment refers specifically to the skill sets for training language models at scale — the
results of fine-tuned models from academia have been quite successful.

Incentives for and against open-source
Big tech/for-profit AI labs have few incentives to open-source their work. With a couple of
exceptions (Meta, StabilityAI), most of these actors choose not to open-source their work. Fears
of misuse are most commonly cited as rationale for not publishing openly (OpenAI, Anthropic),
though the incentive to maintain competitive advantage is likely at play as well. A primary
reason for open-sourcing is that allowing others to build onto models and build application
layers over them can be a useful way to even the playing field for actors who are behind
(Abboud, 2023).

Nonprofit/volunteer AI labs have many incentives to open-source their work. These actors
typically open-source their work to build credibility and in turn attract talent and money. Some
actors in this category also open-source their work to increase safety.



Academia/individuals have many incentives to open-source their work. Publishing
research openly is the default in academia, and many of these actors follow that paradigm for
purposes of maintaining credibility and allowing others to build on what they have done.

4.2 Emerging trends

Most big tech actors and for-profit AI labs have experienced a paradigm
shift from open- to closed-source.

The default paradigm inherited from broader computer science research was that of publishing
everything. Because of that, much of the initial research in large language modeling was
open-sourced (ex. BERT, GPT).

However, as language models became more capable, a number of reasons to stop
open-sourcing models emerged. First, there were concerns that models would be intentionally
misused to do harm (this was the primary reason cited for limiting access to models). Second, it
became apparent that there is an enormous opportunity for profit, and close-sourcing models
helps actors maintain a competitive edge in the field.

This has led to several experiments on how to deploy models. GPT-2 attempted a staged
release, and GPT-3 only allowed API access. The latest SOTA models have been similarly
restricted — either monitoring use through APIs or not allowing any public access to the models.
This attitude towards deployment has also affected publication practices. The GPT-3 paper was
delayed and purposefully intended to be dull (Shevlane, 2022), and the GPT-4 paper lacked
fewer implementation details relative to previous releases. This keeps in line with OpenAI's
charter, which stated in 2018 that it "expect[s] that safety and security concerns will reduce [its]
traditional publishing in the future."

Whether open-source development might prove competitive with the closed-source state of the
art was hotly debated when a leaked document from Google argued that open-source was
rapidly catching up to companies developing closed-source models like Google and OpenAI and
that these companies have no advantage (and some clear disadvantages) in the long term.
However, as of now, neither Google nor OpenAI seem to have signaled any changes in their
stance towards open-source development.

Meta's releases have a disproportionate impact on open-source progress.

Meta is releasing two types of artifacts that are useful for various actors participating in
open-source development:

https://www.semianalysis.com/p/google-we-have-no-moat-and-neither


● High-quality pre-trained models of various sizes that are used by individuals and
academia

● Detailed documentation about training said models (especially larger models) that is a
source of knowhow for nonprofit/volunteer labs

If Meta were to stop open-sourcing their work, there are other actors who may be able to
partially fill the gaps but it would likely slow down the rate of open-source development.

Pre-trained models that have comparable performance to LLaMA have been developed by
smaller actors, such as Falcon from UAE's Technology Innovation Institute, CerebrasGPT from
Cerebras, or MPT from MosaicML, but often on longer timelines. The lack of documentation for
large models may be something that is harder to replace, as it is significantly harder for actors
who are not in the "big tech/for-profit AI labs" cluster to train models at that scale in the first
place.

This demonstrates the impact of just one actor from "big tech/for-profit AI labs" cluster
open-sourcing their work. The sheer amount of resources that this cluster of actors has access
to is so much greater than that of any other type of actor, that the impacts of their releases are
outsized, should they choose to release them openly. It is worth noting that Meta has even more
money and talent than most of the actors in this cluster, though.

It appears likely that there will be actors from this cluster that continue to open-source their
work, though they are definitely the minority of the cluster. Meta does not plan to change this
open release strategy any time soon, as demonstrated with the release of LLaMA 2 which was
released with fewer restrictions than its predecessor (Meta, 2023a). Smaller actors in the cluster
like StabilityAI, Cerebras, and MosaicML are also open-sourcing models, and new companies
like Mistral AI have said they will join in soon (Lunden, 2023).

Scaling increases the compute barrier, but open-source actors tend to do
more with less.

As models have gotten increasingly bigger, compute has become a prohibitive barrier for certain
actors. The inspired models and replications of GPT-2 demonstrated that individuals could
secure enough compute (albeit, via sponsorships) to train a model comparable to the SOTA at
that time. This is simply not true as of now because it would take far more compute and hands
on deck to train models on par with the current SOTA. How scaling plays out in the future will
affect what actors with limited resources can do.

However, there are a couple of counterfactors:
● The cost of compute goes down over time. Notably, the cost of compute is going down

slower than the demand is increasing (Hobbhahn & Besiroglu, 2022; Sevilla, 2022).



● Open-source is able to achieve competitive results to closed-source with fewer
resources (compute). Currently, pre-training models in the 10–100B parameter range
has allowed the open-source community to come close to achieving parity with GPT-3.

● If the ultimate concern is misuse of models, the danger arises once the capabilities of
models pass a certain threshold, regardless of whether they are SOTA or not (e.g. this
bar could be lower than the SOTA at a given point in time). Depending on where that
threshold is, compute may not end up being a barrier to developing a dangerous
open-source model.

Model imitation may yield competitive, open versions of closed-source
SOTA models.

Model imitation has emerged as a strategy to improve small LLMs by finetuning them on data
from larger LLMs. The release of LLaMA spurred a string of these models. Vicuna was the
strongest of the LLaMA iterations, boasting performance at 92% of ChatGPT quality, as
evaluated by GPT-4. However, it was soon critiqued by Gudibande et al. (2023) which argued
that model imitation is only able to mimic the style but not the reasoning abilities of larger
models.

Microsoft trained Orca in an attempt to use explanation tuning to teach the model reasoning
skills. It surpassed Vicuna’s performance in Vicuna's original evaluation setting, in addition to
outperforming it on benchmarks like Big Bench Hard. While it still lags significantly behind
GPT-4, Orca indicates that explanation tuning may be a promising avenue of research
(Mukherjee, 2023).

This further supports the premise that creating open-source models that have competitive
performance will be possible with little compute and limited access to a SOTA or near-SOTA
model.

Notably, these imitation models typically inherit the weaknesses of the teacher model
(Mukherjee, 2023). Having an open-source version of a strong model may provide opportunities
for further research, both good and bad. For instance, a transferable jailbreak using an
adversarial suffix was generated using Vicuna, and it transferred better to GPT-based models
(relative to other models, such as Bard or Claude v2) because Vicuna learned from ChatGPT
(Zou, 2023).

The EU AI Act suggests how future regulation may address open-source
development.

The details of the European Union's AI Act are still being hammered out, and its approach to
regulating open-source systems has been hotly debated. As is typical in the EU's legislative

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.15717.pdf


process, there are currently three drafts of the act (each from different parties) and the final draft
will be decided through a three-way negotiation (Lynch, 2023).

The latest draft from Parliament spares providers of open-source systems, instead imposing
requirements on those using the open-source system for commercial purposes. This aims to be
more precise than the previous two drafts from the European Commission and the Council of
the European Union, which were more vague about the status of open-source and the limits of
non-commercial use. However, Parliament does not include foundation models (a category that
would include LLMs) in their open-source exemption, and the Council’s draft includes
open-source models in their definition of “General Purpose AI,” (also intended to include LLMs)
subjecting them to the requirements (AI Act, 2022).

While the Act will not be finalized until the end of 2023, this discussion reveals potential
frameworks under which open-source may be regulated and the stakes at hand for any given
actor. For instance, GitHub and HuggingFace have pushed for a number of changes that would
better support the open-source landscape in Europe (David, 2023), and France has funded
open-source projects in hopes that open research will help boost progress in establishing its
own national AI industry (Chatterjee, 2023).

Notably, the EU AI Act is the first attempt at binding regulation over AI, so the tone it sets will
likely influence future legislation from other regulatory bodies.

5. Conclusion
Examining a number of case studies of open-source large language model development
provides a lens through which to analyze the factors that contribute to progress in the field and
the trends that may shape the future trajectory of the field.

A primary concern of open-source models is their susceptibility to misuse. The threat of misuse
posed by any given model arises from its capabilities in an absolute sense, which must be
beyond a given threshold to equip a malicious actor to do harm (e.g. whether the model is
considered SOTA is irrelevant). While a lack of compute limits much of open-source work and
has become a bigger barrier over time, it is unclear whether it will prevent models from
surpassing this threshold.

The case studies reveal that actors with the most resources — big tech and for-profit AI labs —
are shifting away from open-source, citing concerns of misuse. Consequently, most actors in the
open-source space tend to be strapped for inputs like compute and know-how like talent, and
they benefit from wealthier actors providing artifacts like documentation or access to SOTA
models. This suggests that it would be quite hard for open-source capabilities to consistently
match or surpass closed-source capabilities.



Instead, open-source efforts trail behind closed-source models, continuing to improve steadily. It
appears that there will continue to be some well-resourced actors open-sourcing their work, as
Meta shows no sign of stopping and incentives exist for other actors to take on this role. These
actors significantly empower the rest of the open-source ecosystem, indicating that this dynamic
between open- and closed-source development seems likely to continue. As closed-source
models develop potentially dangerous capabilities, open-source models may be close behind.

However, many aspects remain uncertain. As compute demands increase, it is unclear whether
open-source efforts can keep up, especially given that business models that attempt to capture
the value of open-source models have not been extensively tested. Further research on the
robustness of these business models and how they appeal to companies may provide insight
into their viability. The impact of regulation from government actors is also unclear, though it
appears the EU AI Act may not hit open-source too hard. Moreover, whether shortcuts like
model imitation prove to be successful will also influence how open-source models attempt to
compete with closed-source models. Given that the links between imitation and teacher models
may pose security hazards, further research is necessary to anticipate how this method in
particular will be used.
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